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By email:  secretariat@2025taskforce.govt.nz  
 
 
Dear Dr Brash 
 
2025 TASKFORCE: SOUTHERN CROSS CABLES’ RESPONSE TO ICT SUBMISSION 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Southern Cross Cables (“Southern Cross”) strongly supports the initiative to bridge the 

income gap with Australia by 2025 and the work by the Taskforce members.  Southern Cross 
does not wish to make a detailed submission but may wish to do so at a later stage. 

 
1.2 Southern Cross does, however, wish to comment at a high level on:  
 

(a) some comments in the recent submission by NZICT Group (“ICT”) to the 2025 
Taskforce; and 

 
(b) the current legislation to protect submarine cables.  
 

 
2 ICT Submission 
 
2.1 Section 2 of the submission deals with National & International Broadband Infrastructure.  In 

paragraph 2.4 of the submission ICT states that: 
 
“[i]nternational connectivity from New Zealand remains significantly more expensive than 
comparable bandwidth and costs within Asia-Pacific.”  

 
2.2 While that statement is literally correct, it is quite misleading and not especially relevant for 

two key reasons: 
 

(a) The comparison is not valid – as it does not compare “like with like”:  Southern 
Cross does not supply capacity in North Asia, we offer a different service with 
different underlying costs.  North Asia is a poor comparison point for Australasian 
cable costs for a number of reasons – most significantly the underlying costs 
structures are markedly different in the different regions (eg the costs of laying 
cables, equipment costs etc very greatly) and North Asia is characterised by different 
utilisation levels - suppliers there have economies of scale and scope which are not 
always available in the Pacific region.  When these costs and supply integrity issues 
are taken into account Southern Cross’s pricing is on a par with the North Asian- US 
pricing.  But more importantly for the Taskforce offer prices in New Zealand and 
Australia are the same (see (b) below) 

 
(b) Competitive pressures in the Australasian market determine prices of New 

Zealand supplies: The ICT submission fails to note that Southern Cross operates in 
an Australasian market and prices accordingly.  Some of our largest customers 
operate on both sides of the Tasman, and we sell significantly more capacity out of 
Australia than New Zealand.  Given the trans-Tasman nature of the market, New 
Zealand capacity is priced on the same basis as capacity sold out of Australia,  ie 
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Southern Cross do not differentiate prices for New Zealand sales.  On that basis 
there is “no gap to close” between New Zealand and Australia, as New Zealand gets 
the price advantage of the competition between the five cables operating out of 
Australia.   

 
2.3 A related point Southern Cross is responding to these competitive pressures through 

ongoing investment in our network.  Pressures in the Australian part of our business mean 
not only must we price to meet the market, we must also remain competitive through 
ongoing network upgrades and capacity increases.   Naturally increases in capacity have an 
impact on prices.  We have invested in this capacity over the past two years, with prices 
decreasing each time we have completed such upgrades.  ICT suggested that “competitive 
pressure from Kordia has significantly improved commercial arrangement that Southern 
Cross customers have been able to negotiate in the past 2 years”.  That is incorrect.  Kordia is 
at best a potential competitor – it does not operate a cable and has no pricing.  By contrast 
our prices are set based on actual competition in Australia, impacting prices in Australia and 
New Zealand.  It is this competition, which places pressure on us to innovate, be efficient, 
add capacity, and price comparatively.   
 

2.4 In summary the ICT submission compares New Zealand pricing with an incorrect benchmark 
and ignores the fact that pricing is the same in New Zealand and Australia.  We are subject 
to strong competitive constraints. We have built a network optimised for New Zealand and 
Australian users, which takes the shortest possible routes (to achieve low latency) and is 
fully protected (to ensure no service disruption).  We would be happy to provide you with 
more information about our network and the markets we operate in. 

 
 

3 Legislation to protect submarine cables - Submarine Cables & Pipeline Protection Act 1996 

3.1 Above we mentioned reliability – in this context it is worth noting the application of the 
Submarine Cables & Pipeline Protection Act 1996 (“Act”). The Act is the key legislation 
protecting essential items of New Zealand’s submarine infrastructure, including: 

 the Cook Strait High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) electricity link and associated fibre-
optic telecommunications cables; 

 international telecommunications cables through which over 95% of New Zealand’s 
international communications and data traffic is carried;   

 oil and gas pipelines associated with offshore developments such as Maui, Kupe and 
Pohokura. 

3.2 The consequence of failure of these submarine facilities would be potentially severe and the 
continued effectiveness of the protection the Act provides relies both on the efficacy of the 
Act and the proactive and rigorous enforcement by the Ministry of Transport.  

 
3.3 Overall, the Act is effective and since enactment in 1996 has been internationally regarded 

as leading legislation in the area of submarine facilities protection.  However, practical 
experience with it has highlighted some deficiencies, and shown areas where amendments 
are either important, or would be beneficial, to see the Act better placed to protect New 
Zealand’s submarine infrastructure in the future.  

 
3.4 Southern Cross, together with Transpower and Telecom NZ, are in the process of making a 

submission concerning the amendment of the Act to the Minister of Transport and we wish 
to draw your attention to this as we believe the amendments need to be considered in the 
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broader context of protecting our infrastructure to maintain not only international 
connectivity but also certainty of supply with power, telecommunications and gas in New 
Zealand. 

 
4 Conclusion 
 
4.1 The inquiry is about “what needs to be done to close the income gap with Australia”.  The ICT 

submission implies that prices are higher than they ought to be.  In doing so, it makes an 
inaccurate price comparison which does not amount for different underlying costs.  But as 
noted above pricing is done on an Australasian basis so there is “no gap”. 

 
4.2 We made this brief submission to ensure that, if looking at international broadband 

infrastructure, the Taskforce is aware of the correct factual context.  That should assist in 
ensuring that any decisions are made for the right reasons and that appropriate legislative 
frameworks are in place to protect future and existing infrastructure to ensure continuity of 
supply in the New Zealand market. 

 
4.3 We would be happy to provide further information. 
 
4.4 This submission is public.  The initial contact person is: 
 

Nikki Shone 
General Counsel & Commercial Director 
Southern Cross Cables Limited 
nikki.shone@sccn.co.nz 

 
 
15 December 2009 
 


